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89 Reply"

5 days ago

What they are talking about here is an autoimmune disease where the immune system
attacks the body...

How they could possibly know... at this early stage... that it is rare defies my
understanding...

Lordflin

#

#

43 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Plus, the FDA issues a warning when they haven’t even given official approval!
 Incredible!  I guess the warning is for the researchers doing human trials.

Wake up guinea pigs!

PLINY THE YOUNGER

#

#
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19 Reply"

5 days ago

its all lies and depopulationist misinformation...

One woman, Rosanne Boyland, died of an overdose while she was participating in
the "riot." Her family lied and said she was in recovery during the incident. Obviously
not.

Kevin Greeson died of a stroke.

Benjamin Philips died of a stroke.

Brian D. Sicknick  bitched about being pepper sprayed and had two strokes in the
days following the "riot."

Ashli Babbit was executed by the US Government.

Four chan

#

#
10 Reply"

5 days ago

They should also warn that it might look you since over 9000 by the CDCs own
numbers have died already.

(That number represents only 10%-1% of the actual)

JimmyJones

#

#

23 Reply"

5 days ago

Tried to tell my brother that last night.  Him, his wife and two kids tested
positive for Covid.  His idiot Dr. told them to get the 'vaccine' after he
recovered, why I cannot possibly fathom as they all have antibodies, which the
'vaccine' is supposed to produce.  His kids are 11 & 13, and have
absolutely no statistical chance of dying of Covid, although the 'vaccine'
certainly has much higher risks.

Liberalism truly is a mental disorder, Logic's retarded cousin for sure.

City_Of_Champyinz

#

#
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4

5 days ago

what they dont trust the science lol...

Cleveland Clinic Study Shows No Benefit From Vaccine For Those Who
Previously Had COVID, No Need to Vaccinate Those With Antibodies - The
Last Refuge (theconservativetreehouse.com)

Four chan

#

#

2

5 days ago

This is the result of an all knowing all powerful government and TPTB
looking at "their" herd and handling them, legislating for them, as if we are
all the same totally discounting our natures....we are not and cannot be
considered equals.

two hoots

#

#

4

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Whitecoats are often quite arrogant and therfore quite dangerous. 

 

 

 

ronin12

#

#

14 Reply"

5 days ago

I have a very small social circle. I know 2 middle-aged women who have had a
stroke/blood clot, and have been hospitalized in the last 2 weeks.  

PeanutButterToast

#

#

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/06/08/cleveland-clinic-study-shows-no-benefit-from-vaccine-for-those-who-previously-had-covid-no-need-to-vaccinate-those-with-antibodies/
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3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

It's a rare feature - er, ah, I mean, a rare bug - so far. That's why Senator Biden,
acting POTUS, wants hundreds of millions more vaxxed ASAP, so the trustable
science can prove whether it's rare or not. If it becomes commonplace, the
vaxxing will cease immediately - for the well-being of the citizenry. Who
overwhelmingly endorsed and supports Senator Joe. From their homes - not at
demonstrations. They are more understated than those uncouth deplorables.

If I need to /sarc, f u.

P.S.: Don't worry, big pHARMa - you're not liable for injury. YET. (2nd
Amendment, mumble, whisper . . . )

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Ashli Babbit you  mean  Ashley Nylen  and like  Osma Bin Laudin burried at sea
under strange curcimstances.  https://odysee.com/@Jadu200:7/3rd-Continental-
Congress-%E2%80%93-Dr.-Judy-Mikovits_Full-HD:2?

highwaytoserfdom

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

Most presented within a day and they've known since before testing since all vaccines
have induced GBS.

SexyJulian

#

#

14 Reply"

5 days ago

Exactly.

How could they possibly know?

Time for a Gamma Variant to cover up the side effects of the jab.

Somewhat Unisex

#

#

https://odysee.com/@Jadu200:7/3rd-Continental-Congress-%E2%80%93-Dr.-Judy-Mikovits_Full-HD:2
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10 Reply"

5 days ago

I’m so convinced that it’s rare and not a concern. They are being so transparent about
this hastily developed vaccine that was put into place for a virus that has a 99.4%
survival rate, that now they have my complete trust to be a lab rat…errr…test
subject…err compliant citizen doing my part to flatten the curve.

Harm’s_way

#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago

I have a hard time believing that the shot was hastily developed. I’ve been
wondering if the “vaccine” had already been developed and the appearance was
made that it was whipped up in months. 

Nekoti

#

#

12 Reply"

5 days ago

Just like the Patriot Act
PeanutButterToast

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

This man describes what you wrote.

Dr. David E. Martin 

https://odysee.com/@Corona-Ausschuss:3/Sitzung-60-Die-Zeit-ist-kein-flacher-
Kreis-5-Martin:f?src=embed

https://www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The_Fauci_COVID-
19_Dossier.pdf

shakypudding

#

#

https://odysee.com/@Corona-Ausschuss:3/Sitzung-60-Die-Zeit-ist-kein-flacher-Kreis-5-Martin:f?src=embed
https://www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The_Fauci_COVID-19_Dossier.pdf
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17 Reply"

5 days ago

They just started counting......  

What will the long term side effects be?   It's starting to look like the "cure" is a lot
worse than the disease for most people.  The government, tech social media and the
national news media will cover it up as long as they can.   

GB is a nasty illness.  I don't wish it on anybody.  

dobermangang

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

How much money will the pharmaceutical companies and health care companies
make treating the side effects of the poison vaccine they are pushing…more wealth
confiscation.

Harm’s_way

#

#

9 Reply"

5 days ago

It's a win/win for them.  They can't get sued for their shots and they get to profit
again off  their victims.  We live in interesting, dark times.

dobermangang

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Pandemic: follow the real money, the unthinkable amount of money

COVID: Three men who own corporate America

Has Anyone Noticed That the World’s Billionaires During the Covid Fraud Are
Getting Richer While Everyone Else Is Facing Poverty?

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

By make money you mean transfer of wealth, right?
in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/12/pandemic-follow-the-real-money-the-unthinkable-amount-of-money/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/21/covid-three-men-who-own-corporate-america/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/10/gary-d-barnett/has-anyone-noticed-that-the-worlds-billionaires-during-the-covid-fraud-are-getting-richer-while-everyone-else-is-facing-poverty/
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1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

AKA stealing, if you or I do it.

Or the Fed: if you or I do it, it's counterfeiting.

Or MIC: if you or I do it, it's mvrder.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Isn’t that the way it works? Create the problem AND the solution and then
solutions for every problem that first solution creates.

Repeat and profit. These m’fers are beyond evil and are destined for the pits of
hell. 

 

petulant elixir

#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago

Some who are afflicted resort to suicide. I don't blame them.

https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/924775

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

I always thought at least 20% of the people that commit suicide in the
Northeast/Mid-Atlantic region had Lyme disease and didn't know it.  

dobermangang

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

How they could possibly know.

same way foulchi can patent sars cv2 on 1 day & patent a vax 3 days later.

he's been on this planet far too long.

WillyGroper

#

#

https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/924775
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Show More Replies

38 Reply"

5 days ago

From the same company that said talcum powder was safe.
progro

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Crime against humanity by poisoning vagina.
SexyJulian

#

#

18 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

They probably killed my sister. Ovarian at 50

 

tedstr

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

Sorry for your loss, may she RIP 

!

HorseBuggy

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Has your family gotten into the class action suit against J and J? My mom died of
ovarian cancer too.

Boohoo

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

sorry for your loss.

most reproductive cancers stem from iodine deficiency in both men & wimmin. 

brownstein has his own book but co-wrote this w/a nurse that had breast cancer. 

all the bromine/chlorine displaces iodine & while the content is negligible, it's being
removed from salt.

https://1lib.us/book/5289181/f9d61b

WillyGroper

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Well these MOFO's likely killed my gran in 1969 from Leukemia.

Happens when the bone marrow is f^cked up.

GreatUncle

#

#
20 Reply"

5 days ago

Big Pharma makes Big Tobacco look like a bunch of choir boys.
NoMasIlegales

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Big tobacco didn't have the "Science"! (Not really) On their side or the MsM.
JimmyJones

#

#

31 Reply"

5 days ago

Every f*cking time they say this.

jetty

suggested that the vaccine’s benefits "continue to vastly outweigh
the risks."

#

#

https://1lib.us/book/5289181/f9d61b
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5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

The vaccines will kill millions and maim billions, but they will continue to vastly
outweigh the risks.

OldNewB

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

“Our profits continue to vastly outweigh the risks…”

K U N T S. 

petulant elixir

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

I fully agree.

Every liberal I know has taken it.

Their deaths will be remembered in the ban on the democrat party as it joins the
ranks of the nazis. 

Well worth their deaths.

 

The rest are Boomers, so there is that bonus too.  After all, 20% more babies were
born 75 years ago... math wins.   So sad that they will be remembered as throwing a
tantrum every generation of their life.

 

 

E5

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

I hate your grandparents too. They should have practiced safe sex.
F-Bomb

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

They have too, it's a subjective term so it's not really lying. Just misleading
JimmyJones

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

"Question everything" should be a part of everyone's lexicon.

If it isn't, you'll be dumb enough to fall for that lie.

Also, if you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Benefits Outweigh the risks to the Deep State.
PN7

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

If they turn round now and go negative all those vaxxed would flip.

Like the FED they have locked themselves into the current position now.

Hell who pays if loads of people died and are injured and you can f%^k off coz I ain't
paying for this.

So you would have to strip all corporations and elites like Gates of all their wealth
to pay for this.

Not happening.

 

GreatUncle

#

#
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28 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

  Come knock on my door you Marxist scumbags.  I'll give you several booster shots.

 *And voter ID cards, signed with your bloody fingerprints.

yn crx
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Roll up your sleeves, beotches!! 
Abundance of Caution

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

The "Tree of Liberty" is looking parched...
yn crx

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Hollow points or FMJ?
SexyJulian

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago

.45 ACP+P Hollowpoints. 

muy tasty...

Budnacho

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

147gr 9mm Gold Dot HP màs bueno for me 
SexyJulian

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

sub-sonic perfect
retrocop

#

#
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7 Reply"

5 days ago

Yep. I just picked up another pack of 50 booster shots the other day.

Dickweed Wang

I'll give you several booster shots.
#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Lol...when I read your comment my brain immediately switched it to the theme of
Three's Company. 

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Same here.

come and knock on my door….I’ll be waiting for you…

Harm’s_way

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

https://i.gifer.com/B8wF.gif
SexyJulian

#

#

27 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

99.7% survivable.  4.5% infection rate at the peak.  experimental genetic drug?  Makes zero
sense to me.  Better chance I will choke on my dinner tonight

 

tedstr

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

And that’s for the general population!! if you are otherwise healthy it is significantly less
dangerous.

Harm’s_way

#

#

https://i.gifer.com/B8wF.gif
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4 Reply"

5 days ago

Right.

If this country wasn't a bunch of land whales the mortality rate would be even lower.

Somewhat Unisex

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

One also has to note that that’s the number of mortality with the government and
health care industry cooking the books as to what qualifies as a COVID death.
Never before has the CDC allowed deaths to be determined this way….never. The
vast majority of the deaths are people who died with COVID…not from COVID.

Harm’s_way

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Oh but you will NEVER hear any of this from the Feds, the Biden folks or any of the
groups pushing for 100% compliance....it is a huge cover-up just like the Biden
steal....so many good folks are/were aware but are afraid to step up....and they
allowed this travesty of Biden and the Dems to be rewarded.

B52Minot

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

There is a better chance you die from the vaccine now than drowning. 

Hey parents, let that sink in. You protect your kids from Drowning right, don't let them
swim alone, wear a life vest etc, right? Why the F would you give them this?

JimmyJones

#

#

27 Reply"

5 days ago

I ask Demsheviks this question:  "If the Death Jab is so great, then why are people not
flocking to get it voluntarily? Why must they be forced?" I get the deer in the headlights look.

Volga Boat Man

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

Please Uncle Sam give me a Tuskegee 2021 jab!
SexyJulian

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

AND why are so many of the politicians who say we must get this not vac'd....and so
many of the physicians who have NOT desired to get the jab.....THEY ALL KNOW
better than to allow an experimental vac be jab'd into their bodies....

B52Minot

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Polis administration in Colorado hastily rolled out a vax lottery where a random jabbed
person could win one million dollars! Several weeks of drawings and now it’s over.
Guessing the carrot phase is done, can’t wait for the stick. 

alwaysfindasilverlining

#

#

26 Reply"

5 days ago

Side Effects: Death.
grunk

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

But only a mild version of death.
Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Transitory.
Somewhat Unisex

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

"Mostly peaceful" version.
diligent_halfass

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

But aren't we working together to flatten the line?
zitch

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

"She died of the vaccine, but at least she didn't die of COVID."
KyttenX

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

That's most merciful.
diligent_halfass

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Ask anyone if they personally know anyone who died of COVID and the likely answer is
no.

I'm hearing of a lot of side effects, some serious and one death from my wife's family
from the shots.

I knew about 9 people who died of aids years back.

This is not a pandemic, not even an epidemic.  4 million questionable COVID deaths in
over a year out of a population of 7.5 billion.  I don't think the average human being
can visualize that small a percentage but they sure know how to make 4 million sound
like it is the end of humanity.

high5mail

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

The benefits of death outweigh the risks of death 
EatMyAssLibtards

#

#
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23 Reply"

5 days ago

My daughter got the Pfizer vaccine earlier this year. She just tested positive for Covid. Why
would anyone subject themselves to these side effects for something that is ineffective? 

TriAlpha
#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

Is she now a believer in what we've been saying... or is she going to dutifully line up for
her third (booster) shot when it's offered? 

BigDawgz

#

#

22 Reply"

5 days ago

If you are young and healthy, stay away from this thing. You could ruin your life for nothing.
glasshour

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

I sure so many are on this site and see that .....but my guess so many are so cowed
they refuse to even want to see the truth....

B52Minot

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

I am not against stupid people taking the vaccine but why should the pharmaceutical
companies be protected against law suits while the government (i.e. the people) gets
lumbered with their problems if they don't die?

Peter Pan

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Ahem... Or old and healthy, please.
BarnacleBill

#

#
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21 Reply"

5 days ago

Vastly outweigh the risk for a 300lb, 97 year old cancer patient with a failing heart after their
second stroke.

How about for people not on death's door?

Misesmissesme
#

#

21 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

HAHAHHAHAHAHA

You people that took the poison are so f&^ked.

No do overs bitchezzzzzz

takeaction

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

So it is a one shot drug in more than one sense!
Harm’s_way

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago

What about a booster to undo any damage? I predict a syringe shortage coming. 
HorseBuggy

#

#

20 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

she added, suggested that the vaccine’s benefits "continue to vastly outweigh the risks."

I know a 61 yr old that had Guillain-Barre a yr & a half ago. They've been stuck in a nursing
home ever since & probably will be for the remaining 20+ yrs of their life, wears a diaper
because they can't control their bowels or bladder, can't walk & likely will NEVER walk again.

Pretty sure they'd disagree that "the vaccine’s benefits 'continue to vastly outweigh the
risks.' "

BigDawgz

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

I had GBS in about 1981 as a first grader. It's a life changing event and something you
never completely recover from. Having to relearn how to walk again as 6 year old is
something I'd never wish upon anyone. 

jbwilly

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Sorry to hear that!  We're the same age, BTW.  
diligent_halfass

#

#
20 Reply"

5 days ago

I have an older friend, born in Germany, been here 20 years. Thoroughly indoctrinated into
believing EVERYTHING broadcast on MSM.

His questions include:

why do I need 2A when I can call 911 on my mobile?

Aren't you afraid to be here drinking at this bar without being fully vaccinated?

Why aren't the police forcing citizens to get vaccinated?

Post Nazi Germans, like today's young American kids.

BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

More proof we aren’t selecting our immigrants properly. 

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

The German populace is terrible at perceiving the evil in people.  They make terrible
bankers because they trust too much.  They are defenseless against liars.  That's why
they hated the tribe. 

argoz

#

#
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18 Reply"

5 days ago $ %

Is the Covid Vaccine safe?
1. Are there possible adverse event outcomes? 438,000 in VAERS database (7/12/21) -
https://vaers.hhs.gov/eSubDownload/verification
2. Do the pharmaceutical companies have total indemnification from liability? Yes,
congressional “PREP ACT”
3. Is this a vaccine? No, mRNA messenger is a lab synthetic
4. What additional chemicals are in the injection? Moderna SM-102 proprietary
5. Is the vaccine FDA approved? No, emergency approval only
6. Were drug interaction studies done? No
7. Were single dose toxicity studies done? No
8. Were toxicokinetic studies done? No
9. Were genotoxicity studies done? No
10. Were carcinogenicity studies done? No
11. Were pre/postnatal studies done? No
12. Is the mRNA injection effective? Mild reduction in symptoms
13. How long does it protect against Covid? Don’t know
14. Does it help people who contracted and survived Covid? Don’t know
15. Does it prevent transmission of Covid? Don’t know
16. Are there medical treatments for Covid? Yes, ivermectin, hydroxichloriquin, vitamins D, C
and zinc
17. What are Covid survival chances? 0-14 99.9998%, 15-44 99.9931%, 45-64 99.9294%,
65-85 99.6297%
18. Is the PCR test accurate? Cycle threshold must be less than 35, FDA approved up to 40.
Fauci - over 35 is dead nucleotides, not able to cause infection

 

lasergoh
#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

And they used aborted fetal cell lines in its creation of the COVID-19 vaccine.
jetty

#

#

&

https://vaers.hhs.gov/eSubDownload/verification
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

But in California, we can sue Smith & Wesson, if someone uses a firearm manufactured
by them to shoot someone.

NumbNuts

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

19.  Were ingredients checked for compability?  No
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

PCR was never intended to test for any ailment. Might as well use a screwdriver to
make a hammer.

Yog Soggoth

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

I'm going to a School Board meeting Weds.  I'm taking copies of  this...yes I can use a
copy machine, and I'm going to hand it out to other parents!

marieeiram

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Give the school board this video, https://bigleaguepolitics.com/inventor-of-test-
used-for-covid-fauci-is-a-liar-with-an-agenda/

Yog Soggoth

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

20. Was it ever tested on anyone already suffering from any of the autoimmune
disorders? No...but the CDC says they can take it because "the benefits outweigh the
risks". How do they know if they didn't test it & ADMIT to having NO DATA on what the
"jab" does to the autoimmune community? 

BigDawgz

#

#

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/inventor-of-test-used-for-covid-fauci-is-a-liar-with-an-agenda/
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Show More Replies

18 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Here's my analysis: Why would I - a healthy person with no co-morbidities - risk putting an
experimental vaccine (with 7000 deaths and several hundred thousand adverse events
reported) in my body that will permanently alter my genetics for a disease that I have a
99.95% probability of surviving? Especially when there are proven therapeutics like
ivermectin and HCQ.  Risk/reward seems like a no-brainer, to me.

Keep  your D3 and C levels up and wash your hands, and enjoy life.  Nobody gets out of
here alive anyway.

beaker

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

We'll see if you will be able to retain your ability to think independently after spending
time in one of the government re-education centers.

jetty

#

#
1 Reply"

5 days ago

That 7000 is likely more like 70000.

EASY.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
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Reply"

5 days ago

Washing hands is always a good idea. However when Covid arrived in Germany there
was a mass break out in a rather small town due to a local carnival celebration. A team
of virologists went there immediately to check on the situation. They went into families
with two or three persons sick and were searching for the virus in their appartments.
They searched on door knobs etc. They found fragments of the virus but they were
never capable to find a complete reproducible copy of the virus. Despite all their
professional efforts.

This is what Nature says about this topic: But contamination with viral RNA is not
necessarily cause for alarm, says Goldman. “The viral RNA is the equivalent of the
corpse of the virus,” he says. “It’s not infectious.” 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00251-4

supermaxedout

#

#

15 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

If you get the so called covid 19 you have a 99.999% chance of beating it on your own. Or
you could accept an experimental gene therapy shot that a known genocidal maniac is
selling. And said genocidal maniac will never take the shot he's selling. He might get a B12
shot for the cameras but he'll never take the real deal because he knows what it does.

That's neither here nor there because there never was a pandemic because the death rate
worldwide remained the same before during and after the plandemic. 

snatchpounder

#

#

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00251-4
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15 Reply"

5 days ago

"The data collected so far by the F.D.A., she added, suggested that the vaccine’s benefits
"continue to vastly outweigh the risks."

Total bullshyte.  In order to make that assertion you have to assume that everybody has the
same chance of dying from Covid, and second, the expected value of either taking or not
taking the shot, depends on whether you have already had the disease, which in all
likelihood - by now - most have.

That is, if I do nothing I have less than a 2% chance of dying from Covid, 0% if I have
already had it.  However, if I take the vaccine, regardless of whether I've had Covid or not, I
am inviting, necessarily, additional risk - the result of an adverse reaction to the vaccine
which are not exactly marginal.  I'm also inviting the fact that the "vaccines" have not made
it past Stage 2 and 3 Clinical trials.  So we don't really know anything about the efficacy of
these therapies.  That's a big unknown that one is inviting, for no reason.

Remember, there is a good chance you've already had it, and the variants will necessarily be
weaker as time rolls along, as opposed to taking a serum that compromises your own
immunity, but, could also cause more harm that good.

The benefit/cost invoked by doctors is actually an incorrect formulation of the trade-off
because it is an incorrect/incomplete description of both states of the world.

Pareto
#

#

9 Reply"

5 days ago

Odds are basically 100% that you've been exposed in the USA.

Been that way for many months now.

Jim in MN

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

100%
Pareto

#

#
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15 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Proud to say that my semi rural north Georgia county is only 27% vaccinated. They aren't
hillbillies but people with a healthy distrust of the Federal government. 

TedW14
#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago

The door-knocking script just got a little longer.
Keltner Channel Surf

#

#

14 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

The bad news about these "vaccines" is trickling in day by day, soon it will be a flood. Those
who have taken it will lose a lot of sleep over the coming months and years, wondering why
their physical and mental states are rapidly declining. There will be many ER visits and
endless medical tests in their future. You fu:cked up, you trusted them. 

endofdays

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

wait until they figure out they can't reproduce.......
Bob Lidd

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

But the fertility clinics will be in for a great deal of business.....maybe before you take
the jab the guys should get with a sperm bank and the women get some of their
eggs frozen for the future....

B52Minot

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Like this: https://www.bitchute.com/video/QKZca9tTSgrk/

Or this https://www.bitchute.com/video/4FSnKYyvRQim/

supermaxedout

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/QKZca9tTSgrk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4FSnKYyvRQim/
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13 Reply"

5 days ago

They all are too dangerous when compared to what the disease may do to me.

Ivermectin.

pods
#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

As the autoimmune disorders begin to emerge, you may have a public panic as we move
into year end. I suggest you have a plan going forward...

boyplunger7777

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

I'm still 100% convinced the powers that be will blame the illnesses & deaths on the
unvax'd causing mutated strains, etc. They will never take the blame for this...they will
only divert it to the unvax'd...and laugh like the evil SOB's they are when people start
getting violent towards their unvax'd neighbors.

BigDawgz

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

100%.  They will never admit that they were in the wrong.
diligent_halfass

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

You anti J and J folks are completely missing the beauty of this vaccine!  
 

You can kill yourself with half the injections! 
 

 

quietdude

#

#
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10 Reply"

5 days ago

How can they add a warning to something that they have not approved? What is their
purpose again?

Yog Soggoth
#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

don't you just love it? 

Pharma adds new side effects warnings as their subjects "experience" them

 

 

can't truly make that shit up anymore  

BitchesBetterRecognize

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

JNJ and AZN are getting some scrutiny ... when the same side effects are going to be
produced by PFE and Moderna vaccines.  They're taking sides so explicitly, which is another
factor that makes me suspicious.

SuperareDolo

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Its about money and influence, but all these so called “vaccines”, all four of them, are
not to be trusted. 

Sol Invictvs

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Safe and effective. Just make sure to get at least one shot from each manufacturer to
be on the safe side.

Kim Jong Un IV

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

Vaxmax on all the jabs to get the full range of side effects.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

If I've said it once on ZH I've said it 100 times.  There's a reason why Merck isn't
anywhere near this - they after all being the leaders in vaccine efficacy and research.

Pareto

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

Just wait people:

Just like covid deaths and FED projections, these side effect numbers will be revised over
time to better reflect reality, and it's never a good thing when the real numbers finally come
to light.

I don't have faith in clowns in clown world. 

Andro1345

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

Just as many thrombotic issues have been seen with the mRNA vaccines .

Also brain anomalies with mRNA vaccines are also being reported. 

These reporting agencies are being bombarded by side effects that by the time the smoke
clears (if the actual results aren't tampered with) we'll see many thrombotic events attributed
to all the vaccines.

7towers

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Correct. But only AZ and J&J get flagged. The mRNA fax gets a free pass.
Black-Man

#

#
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9 Reply"

5 days ago

I didn't wear mask and won't take jab because of medical condition...common sense!

Got the covid, the wife and I, both 65. Oh my god....we survived the flu. NO big deal as we
are not obese fuxxing pigs or dying from some fatal issue. Survival rate? Gee....they NEVER
mention that. 

Ban KKiller
#

#
9 Reply"

5 days ago

The most fukked up aspect of this whole debacle is most of the medical establishment is
just making  $hit up on the go.  It's completely surreal.  no masks, masks, 2 masks, 5
masks, kids immune not vectors, kids must get,  blah blah variant, blah delta variant.   All
bull$hit all the time.   Let's not forget that this is the largest experimental 'therapy'- the F'N
THING ISN'T EVEN A VACCINE.  NOR DOES IT STOP TRANSMISSION!!!  

For example, 

 

Amid Delta variant surge, Israel to offer Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine booster shots to adults at
risk

Israel said about half of the 46 patients hospitalised in severe condition are
vaccinated, and the majority have weak immune systems
PM Naftali Bennett said he has agreed with Pfizer to bring forward the next delivery of
doses to August 1, as the country experienced supply gaps

Bank_sters

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Seems the Delta variant is as bad to the vaccinated as the airline is to everyone.

Isn't Israel one of the most vaccinated nations? Why would almost half the serious
cases be those who took the shots?

pods

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

Because the jab is the variant 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

9 Reply"

5 days ago

California and now NYC to continue child abuse in schools this fall:

https://nypost.com/2021/07/12/nyc-to-uphold-school-mask-requirement-despite-new-cdc-
guidance/

 

Jim in MN

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

So take it and if you develop this disorder you and your loved ones are SOL
Gentleman Bastard

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Even if they approved it, they would just walk it back. http://harqueb.us/?p=2795
Yog Soggoth

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

The EPA told 911 first responders the air was safe to breath too.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/epa-head-wrong-911-air-safe-new-
york-christine-todd-whitman

https://www.911cancerclaim.com/911-vcf-info/the-detective-james-zadroga-story/

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

https://nypost.com/2021/07/12/nyc-to-uphold-school-mask-requirement-despite-new-cdc-guidance/
http://harqueb.us/?p=2795
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/epa-head-wrong-911-air-safe-new-york-christine-todd-whitman
https://www.911cancerclaim.com/911-vcf-info/the-detective-james-zadroga-story/
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8 Reply"

5 days ago

Hmmmm

bad flu 

 

vs 

 

long term paralysis and other unknown side affects 

 

which one should I choose

Ratigan
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

The "possible" side effects, which have become the proven "side effects" were known
before the injection was rolled out. They just ignored them.

I wonder why?

KyttenX

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

Imagine if you will, living 30, 40, 50 years or more, and still believing television is an
information source. What does that say about one's cognitive abilities? 

Haitian Snackout

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

That the Tele did the job quite effectively.
King Jehu

#

#
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7 Reply"

5 days ago

They're trying to restrict the field to just the mRNA.

Why?

Jim in MN
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Because they want to reprogram your DNA function to Lord knows what??
Time to get huge'

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Probably so the test subjects are  more compliant with government pigs. 

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

AI
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago

^^^ This
cowdiddly

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

Makes you wonder what all the other "vaccines" are doing to us.  
ChrisPatriot

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Autism and Cancer for starters.
57WarChild

#

#
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7 Reply"

5 days ago

I survived the 70's & 80's, no more experimental drugs for me.........
Bob Lidd

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

The CDC's own VAERS has total vaccine related deaths at over 9,000 now.

Just under 3,000 on 9/11.

Amazing what a little propaganda can do.

Patmos

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

This announcement by the FDA is totally meaningless as long as we have upwards of 2,000
deaths per week related to the shots and absolutely nothing is done about that. In fact, they
don't even want people knowing that's going on. There's a word for all that . . . EVIL.

Dickweed Wang

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Warning: 'vaccine' may cause you to try and exit aircraft in mid-flight.
glenlloyd

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Better buy more duck tape
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#
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6 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Jab hesitancy warranted as 10,000 VAERS CV19 jab deaths prove just how hellbent (((They)))
are to injury and/or kill us.
BTW, did you know the CDC has plans to isolate the unvaccinated PCR test positive in
camps for the next Covid-1984 wave?
See CDC publication:
Operational Considerations for Community Isolation Centers
(Updated Mar. 18, 2021)
Note CDC COVID-19 table featuring Household, Neighborhood, Camp isolation level for "No
movement into or outside green zone." "Guard on duty at all times."
https://cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/operational-considerations-
isolation-centers.html

#AlexJonesWasRight

HonestLee
#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Yep. Now I have a constant boner and my right eye blinks all the time.

I have been slapped more times than I can remember..... Somebody help me.

Time to get huge'

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

10 jabs to flatten the curve!
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

https://cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/operational-considerations-isolation-centers.html
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6 Reply"

5 days ago

Note that they don't even detail the symptoms...from  Mayoclinic:

"Guillain-Barre syndrome is a rare disorder in which your body's immune system attacks your
nerves. Weakness and tingling in your extremities are usually the first symptoms.

These sensations can quickly spread, eventually paralyzing your whole body. In its most
severe form Guillain-Barre syndrome is a medical emergency. Most people with the condition
must be hospitalized to receive treatment.

The exact cause of Guillain-Barre syndrome is unknown. But two-thirds of patients report
symptoms of an infection in the six weeks preceding. These include respiratory or a
gastrointestinal infection or Zika virus.

There's no known cure for Guillain-Barre syndrome, but several treatments can ease
symptoms and reduce the duration of the illness. Although most people recover from
Guillain-Barre syndrome, the mortality rate is 4% to 7%. Between 60-80% of people are able
to walk at six months. Patients may experience lingering effects from it, such as weakness,
numbness or fatigue."

OldNewB
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Thanks!
Lowcash

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

it is terrible.  A lady I used to work with got it after a flu shot decades ago.

 

had to relearn to walk, talk, etc.  it was horrible.

 

InflammatoryResponse

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 days ago

"the FDA has concluded that the benefits of the vaccine still very much outweigh rare risks
and side effects."

That is..... unless you get one of the current negative reactions like, Guillain-Barré Disease,
heart inflammation, blood clots, Thrombocytopenia Syndrome or severe allergic reactions. 
CAUSE THEN YOU'RE SCREWED!

PCShibai
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

If we take just what's being released to the public and not the things that are being
suppressed or hidden from the public, or the statistics that are actually fabrications, the
odds of being made worse by the "vaccine" seem to be a lot higher than the so called
medical professionals are willing to admit.

And that's even when you consider that the known problems are being covered more
by alternative media and being highlighted even more outside of the MSM.

glenlloyd

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

"the FDA has concluded that the benefits of the vaccine in preventing severe disease or
death from the coronavirus still very much outweigh rare risks and side effects."

That is..... unless you get one of the current negative reactions like, Guillain-Barré Disease,
heart inflammation, blood clots, Thrombocytopenia Syndrome or severe allergic reactions. 
CAUSE THEN YOU'RE SCREWED!

PCShibai

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

But don't worry, serf. You PROBABLY won't get Guillain-Barré. Maybe.

And fortunately J&J is immune from liability if you do.

Remember, Grandpa Joe and his Halfrican Hoe say it's "safe and effective".

So GET THE JAB ... or else.

Globalist Overlord
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

+1 for Halfrican
glenlloyd

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Why does this remind me of the Surfside Building Collapse?

Could it be because sometimes serious problems can hide for a long time?

HC-CZ

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

It's not the problem's fault for hiding, it's usually the people who stand to benefit from
the medication who want to keep it hidden...like Fauci or Billy Bo Bob Gates...

glenlloyd

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

A flaw in design, hidden for years just like the vaccines will be.
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

the zombification of America
glenlloyd

#

#
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Reply"

5 days ago

Zombie Apocalypse is at hand.
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

If they say 100, then you can add another 2 zeros onto the figure to get the true "rare" figure.
So clocking in with 10k rare cases of Guillain-Barré disease. People are getting these from
Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneca also.

MoreMore

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Ascending bulbar paralysis is similar. I know three people who had it from previous flu
vaxxines. It was also frequently reported when they developed the "warp speed polio
vaccine in the 1950s my Dad tells me.

I don't want it. I am NOT getting any flu vaxxine of any sort.

CheapBastard

#

#
5 Reply"

5 days ago

" A quarter of all people with Guillain–Barré syndrome develop weakness of the breathing
muscles leading to respiratory failure, "

Stackers

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

I have plenty  of neurological conditions I don’t need to add another to the list 
Libertarian1776

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Pass
Make_Mine_A_Double

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Respiratory_failure
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5 Reply"

5 days ago

Wonder what the newly updated warnings will include next month...
Budnacho

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

May cause death. 
Nekoti

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

WEF population control. 

Barnacles

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

All vaccines can and do cause GBS. (Lots of other causes, mostly infections) Mostly
perfectly safe. 

And you can't sue.

SexyJulian

#

#
4 Reply"

5 days ago

Notice that Moderna and Pfizer somehow always evade that kind of publicity whereas the
VAERS database seems to put them well ahead in terms of negative side effects...

DurdenRae

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

But the side effects were predicted by Moderna and Pfizer, and while expected to be
greater than the Janssen,  don't greatly exceed the greater number they predicted so
they're OK..

Steeley

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Add a bit of corruption and collusion to this and you've got a pretty good picture.
DurdenRae

#

#
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4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

"Miracle" jab?  What miracle?

More disinformation from the MSM.

 

 

DancingDragon
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

More like the 'sorcery' jabs.
King Jehu

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Hi Everybody. I got my jab last week and the next day I won the state lottery, my
mother-in-law was run over by 18-wheeler (which was totaled!) I got two stimulus
checks in the mail, my paternity test came back negative and all the charges were
dopped and the ZH SINSIR's motherboard exploded when freightened by Mr. Snyder
and I got 50 cents for this post.

ATTILA THE WIMP

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Alex Jones strikes again...he was always talking about this and specifically Guillain-Barré
syndrome.

jdr20000

#

#
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4 Reply"

5 days ago

“Although chances of developing the disease are extremely small, the link between the jab
and the symptoms has been well-established. Patients who receive the J&J jab are 3-5x
more likely to exhibit the rare syndrome.”

 

Wonder how many received this...only to hear this now?

What’ll it be tomorrow?

Next month?

A year from now?

 

 

Md4
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Quit clarifying how unsafe it is!
BinAnunnaki

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Basically what happens is the mRNA attaches itself to too many nevre cells tricking the
immune system into believe it's own nevre system is the virus after all it's nerves are
producing the protein attacking the body, SO THE BODY MUST BE DESTROYED.

Can you not see the risk with using a mutagen to alter cell function to attack the body,
wrong cells mutated and the body could start attacking them through out the body but
profits first.

rtb61

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

It would seem to me that this course of action has obvious failings...and a really bad
idea.

How is it that it was not acknowledged as wrong-headed by the authorities?

glenlloyd

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Half-vastly.

So far nobody has died from it more than once.

I Write Code

"continue to vastly outweigh the risks."

The CDC also acknowledged the rare side effects, and said it's
monitoring reports of Guillain-Barre syndrome after the J&J jabs.

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Remember when this first started and they said that Covid was living in the sewer systems?

Its just so simple to see through if you just follow back through all the lies and BS since this
started.  All choreographed in stages like a play.

 The Shitters Full Clark

cowdiddly

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

It's a giant lucrative snake oil salesman scam
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

When are they going to add violent insanity to the list of side effects?

Virgil Krenshaw
#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Before the jab....for those that really do want it...if you are a guy go to a sperm bank and
save some...and the gals get some eggs frozen for the future......for you need to hope that a
fertilizer egg is not now(after the vac) considered foreign and attacked by the body....If you
are an unvac'd female you could be VERY popular going forward....for you would be desired
the most by unvac'd guys.....maybe a new dating site....only for the unvac'd !!!!

B52Minot

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

yep
BitchesBetterRecognize

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago

I'm not even sure that would work. I've seen articles that say the spike proteins have
been found in uterine tissue. Can't grow a tomato in poisoned soil, can't grow a baby
in a poisoned uterus.

BigDawgz

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

ABSOLUTELY
B52Minot

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Who ever told the truth on a dating site...
icit2

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Untainted, unjabbed blood/plasma will be worth a fortune. 
JessicaPinkman

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I have no problem being a control person...NO JAB FOR ME
B52Minot

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

It was a mostly peaceful neurological side effect.
Jack Offelday

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

If a high chair or wind-up swing killed as many toddlers as these vaccines have killed
people, the (((nooze media))) and the (((politicians))) would be going berzerk!

TheHungryCattle

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Bring back lawn darts and put the vaxx in the sharp metal tips.
Demologos

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

I have a friend that got Guillion Barre after receiving the flu shot.  She became so weak she
could not stand and had to take medical leave for 3 months.  Very slow recovery.

buck50

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

She report it to that database website?
grunk

#

#
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

To be honest I don't know, that was in about 1990 and I don't know if they had that
system set up at that time (I don't remember it). We were both hospital pharmacists
but I don't know if she would've shared that info w/me or not (not on the top of her
mind you know). I know that no one was like; "Marty be sure to fill out that FDA
adverse event form." which makes me think it wasn't available.  From 27 yrs of
experience as a pharmacist I can say that the majority of adverse events aren't
reported by pharmacists anyway, particularly if it is already listed in the Patient
Package Insert.  Please keep in mind that I have not practiced for 10yrs.

buck50

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Do they hand vaccine recipients a piece of paper with this in 24 point bold Times New
Roman font?:

"The company that made this vaccine has zero liability for any side effects or death you may
experience".

If not, why not?  

ebworthen

#

#
Reply"

5 days ago

Greed is the answer. Greed is always the answer.
OldNewB

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

What difference do warnings make if the jabs are mandatory?
Steeley

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Why are we pretending it’s only those vaccines, over there.  They are all causing problems.
 It is in VAERS to see.

Robert De Zero

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

The game is to make you go to sleep while they slowly strangle your culture, your laws, and
your race.  This is a game for them, a long game.  They are not going to endanger the game
by inventing a vaccine that kills you or makes you an invalid they have to care for.  The
vaccine merely sterilizes you so that in a single generation you fade away.  It's that simple. 
There's no vast conspiracy to kill you, they just want to wipe out your line and replace you
with people who will eat up their propaganda and obey.  

Smiddywesson
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Tell that to the families of the 9000+ dead from the "Death Jabs" reported in VAERS as
of last Friday.

I agree that it is a long game that TPTB are playing, but not too long...

DancingDragon

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

All vaccines have risks, all of them.

The issue with these vaccines is they were not tested as rigorously, and have greater risks.

I'd accept the higher incidence of side effects, but the people pushing them have peddled
them as absolutely safe, and forced them on children and others who are not at risk for the
underlying disease.  A UK study just found that 99.995% of children who contract Covid-19
survive the event.  This means the vaccine is more deadly than the virus AND THEY ARE
STILL ADMINISTERING IT TO CHILDREN.

Again, all medicines have risks, here the risks are higher, and the underlying virus isn't even
remotely as dangerous as the are hyping it to be.  On the other hand, if you ever want to
have children, the people who are pushing this vaccine are very open about needing to
sterilize you to reduce the world population.  That's no a conspiracy, they  say it all the time. 
Anyone who wants to have children would be STUPID to trust these evil monsters who start
wars for profit, enslave people to make their products, surveille your communications, and
censor your free speech.

Unless you are past the breeding years, or fat, or have a compromised immunity system,
taking the vaccines is about as smart as believing what you hear on CNN.  HOW'S THAT
WORKING OUT FOR YOU?

Smiddywesson
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Go get your vaccine that doesn't stop any disease but causes several. 
Whoa Dammit

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

at this point, after the shit the media and politicians tried to pull by lying about russia,
ukraine, innumerable things... I don't feel like using their experiments. There are ted talks
about all these people saying things like... the world is overpopulated... we need to control
human procreation... climate change bs... they're all there probably still up there now on
youtube. 

If you want me to take an experimental vaccine... don't lie so dang much about covid19,
president trump, hunter biden, and Hillary Clinton.

Lou Saynis
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

How many “rare” side effects add up to disaster?  BTW how many anaphylaxis reactions?
 Over 150,000 in US alone

heehaw2

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

And those are only the ones reported, imagine how much higher it is in actuality. How
many had anaphylactic reaction and just suffered through it? 

JessicaPinkman

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Oh sure, we'll warn you of all the side effects in order to cover our arse ... but we're still
going to make it mandatory so ..... 

csc61

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

And then your health insurance won’t pay your hospital bills because you were dumb
enough to take an experimental vaccine.

short screwed

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Nor will your life insurance policy 
BinAnunnaki

#

#
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#

Reply"

5 days ago

And the plebs march on...at least in Cuba they have taken to the streets. Now for them
to get a hold of the so-called elites....

King Jehu

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

I am considering going over for the vaccine and bringing $1000 cash to give to the person
doing the injections to say I had it.

Jack’s snowflake

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Smart play! 
King Jehu

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Isn't this the job of the FDA, and not the CDC?
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Seems like the cdc owns the fda at this point. 
JessicaPinkman

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Aren't all these companies leaders in the "club"? So why the surprise?
King Jehu

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Gilligan-Barred Syndrome is what occurs when the SS Minnow runs aground on a sandbar.
Connor Mugmeddin

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Skipper Joe Xiden
Closet Boy

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Camel toe as hollywood whooor. 
Ban KKiller

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Maryanne or Ginger? 
Farmer Dave

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Maryanne.
pods

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

A "rare side effect" is like "minor surgery". Someone else is the subject.
Dan G

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

The FDA was the one organization that refused to out its stamp of approval on this Franken-
vaccine.

The lack of FDA approval is enough to keep me from allowing this poison anywhere near
me.

Portal

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

They are just as corrupt as they rest. They will approve it soon. Don't get it.
Time to get huge'

#

#
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Reply"

5 days ago

They are in the process of approving it...When they do..that's when the full slaughter
begins...

icit2

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Sept. 1
BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Flatten the curve, they said. But they didn't tell you which curve they are talking about!
Overflow-admin

#

#

3 8 Reply"

5 days ago

I made a conscious decision I'd prefer to die from a vaccine than a slow-motion cerebral
hypoxia while gasping for my last breath.  Your decision might have been different.

radical-extremist

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

You can die any way you see fit. Just don't tell others how they should die.
OldNewB

#

#

1 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Never would I.
radical-extremist

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

If you took the genetic poison, I'm not sure I track your logic. You're forever impacting
your immune system, and, you run a greatly elevated risk of permanent disability or
maiming. Trading, at worst, a temporal bad episode with your God-given immune
system - or even death - for a statistically insignificant risk, or, taking a drug that
statistically will harm you.

Remind me to never hit up Vegas with you. :-)

There are fates worse than death, and becoming paralyze

duck_fur

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

The odds of you dying from either cause are very small - do you not know that ? 
Depending on your demographic dying from covid is vanishingly small.  Who has told
you otherwise ?  The mRNA therapy is not a vaccine.  It's only called a vaccine to allow
big pharma to escape liability.  There are effective treatments for covid 19, but those
treatments are suppressed in the US by the very same interests that want you to get
the shot.  7000 deaths are attributed to the shots in the US alone.  In a normal drug
trial, 100 deaths would lead to an end of the trial.  mRNA medicines are the most
dangerous drugs allowed for general use in the history of US medicine.

Nobody knows the long term effects.  There may be none or there maybe 1% or 2% or
3% of those who have taken the therapy who will experience an increasing cascade of
chronic illnesses.

You've made your choice and odds are that you will not be harmed by your choice, but
the odds are far from 0

 

 

give-me-a-break

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Nothing that a little bit of Ivermectin can’t resolve.
Xi Joe Ping

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Upvoted because you can still die from a slow-motion cerebral hypoxia. So you've got
that going for you. 

Demologos

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Nice, right up there with the talcum powder cancer and the 8 hour plus hard on requiring the
grape jelly to be drained from your joint.  At least the diarrhea side effects for anything you
slide down your gullet have stopped for now but how can people ever trust these snake oil
sales pukes ever again?

Gophamet

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

meanwhile in iraq:  the covid hospital caught in crossfire is in flames, 60 patients and 9
nurses dead.

cant make this shit up. vaccine that.

DEMIZEN

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

who could have ever guessed that tinkering with your immune system tinkers with your
immune system.  weird.

Chance of dying of Covid for anyone under the age of 18 is zero.

Chance of getting GBS and suffering paralysis is 100/13 million

one in 130,000.  This is infinitely risky.

Pass.

And you wonder why they need total liability immunity.

 

 

realitybiter
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

 This experiment has reached its terminus, you socialist, marxist, anarchist clowns.
yn crx

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago

Makes me wonder why aren't the mRNA shots (Moderna and Pfizer etc) being mentioned for
causing a plethora of dangerous/deadly side effects too?  

Sprumford

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Greed and profit. The American way.
OldNewB

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago

Flooding your body with trillions of tiny protein needles. 

What could possibly go wrong?

Ghost of Porky
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

The Govt has lost all credibility with the citizens of this country. It’s just one lie after another.
Everything now is politically driven, not what is best for the people or this country

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

The government is highly praised by the left.  Tells you all you need to know about the
government, and the left.

OldNewB

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

This is why drugs go through lengthy clinical trials and even after those trials, some get
pulled from the market because of side effects not discovered during 10+ years of trials!

If you have a drug that has a RARE side effect for 100 of every 10000 people that take it,
that is not too bad.

BUT if you have 25 RARE side effects then its 25 x 100 and now 2500 of 10000 might
experience a "RARE" side effect.

HorseBuggy

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

We can’t even get the truth about Elections!!

DO YOU REALLY THINK WE WILL GET TRUTH ABOUT VACCINES??

Living in a Lying World. 

hotrod

#

#
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3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

"We'll give you the chance to win a million dollars if you get injected with an experimental
'vaccine.' The promotion is in the form of a lottery ticket."

Big red flag when they start making ludicrous offers to get you to do something.

No, thanks, I'm fine. God gave me an immune system, and so far it's working as planned.

NoMasIlegales
#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

3 to 5x more likely...

x1000

serotonindumptruck

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Just a little nervous twitch.

Well, that and the tail-growth. If you're lucky you get prehensile. 

Abundance of Caution

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Well. That is very much the question that is NOT being posed and answered.

In all of NY with all the death, there were 7 people >75 years old who died without co-
morbidities.
In all of the UK, 6 children of 12 million died of Covid without life-limiting comorbidites.
Being not obese alone is almost as effective (80%) as a vaccine.

Just this Guillain-Barré is being pegged at 1/128,000 which is a lot more than 1/2,000,000
And that's only one thing. There are a lot more possibilities for adverse events (strokes,
thrombotic disorders, anaphylactic shock, etc.), including sub-clinical heart or circulatory
damage which are not reported (? you think they detect more than the severe cases?) and
unknowable future problems (ADE, OAS, etc).

Itinerant

 the benefits of the vaccine in preventing severe disease or death
from the coronavirus still very much outweigh rare risks and side
effects

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

It's like the BS propaganda you also find here:

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/18/covid-vaccines-what-full-fda-approval-means-for-
you.html

Weihan

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Most Americans taken Pfizer or Moderna which alters the cells shaving proteins from them 
according to the MnRA vaccine technique inventor at Moderna. The ultimate effects
unknown. 

SiSops

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

We jabbed some folks. 
Tacey01

#

#

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/18/covid-vaccines-what-full-fda-approval-means-for-you.html
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

DHS Training Program Prepares For Rural Lockdowns, Mass Public Quarantines
Against Unvaccinated

Training operation explains the "planning for situations requiring the isolation and quarantine
of a large portion of a local, rural population."

https://www.infowars.com/posts/dhs-training-program-outlines-how-to-enforce-mass-
public-quarantines-against-unvaccinated/

Po0h Bear
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, Big Pharma and governments stand to make $$$ hundreds of Billions
in these gene therapy injections. Therefore, by the end of next year every man, woman and
child will have to accept two or three injections every year merely to have a life. Welcome to
the NAZI style "Fourth Reich.!"

mikamolyneaux

#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago

Mom, 45, Who Got Job at John Hopkins Hospital Dies After Reaction to Work-
Mandated Covid Vaccine

https://www.infowars.com/posts/mom-45-who-got-job-at-john-hopkins-hospital-dies-after-
reaction-to-work-mandated-covid-vaccine/

Po0h Bear

#

#

https://www.infowars.com/posts/dhs-training-program-outlines-how-to-enforce-mass-public-quarantines-against-unvaccinated/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/mom-45-who-got-job-at-john-hopkins-hospital-dies-after-reaction-to-work-mandated-covid-vaccine/
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

why would anyone who is below 65 and not a type 2 diabetic fear covid? The CFR in that
demographic is ZERO, null, nadda, nothing.

 

Rick Rule said that the electorate is enumerate, he was right.

 

squid

squid
#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago

Whistleblowing Doctor Exposed Globalist Plan For UN Directed Depopulation / Great
Reset Using Vaccines For Extermination 10 years ago on Jesse Ventura's show
American Conspiracies.

Was mostly removed from the internet. Doctor was physician for heads of state. Husband
was head of US Special Forces. She lives in Panama currently because she was aware
of the police state medical tyranny now prevalent in the US. States Army will be used
for forced vaxxing

"It's almost time for the great culling to begin."

https://banned.video/watch?id=60a802f818295441e0eb99cb

Po0h Bear

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Evil men deceiving and being deceived. Lol!

Fear nothing because they are not in control. Sleep easy...

King Jehu

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=60a802f818295441e0eb99cb
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

yes folks as the narrative of yet another verrrrrrrry rare disorder where your nipples turn to
ash it ends with.... the bens vastly outway the negs...... of course until your the lucky winner
and your brain leaks out of your anus all over the linoleum....

aloha-snackbar
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

GBS is nasty...

Guillain-Barré Disease - 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/guillain-barre-syndrome/symptoms-
causes/syc-20362793

 

 

 

Able Ape

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

One of the results of Swine Flu jab 1976 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/guillain-barre-syndrome/symptoms-causes/syc-20362793
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

100 maybes?

And 15 blood clotting women likely on birth control?

Out of 12 million?

The other vaccines have many more bona fide incidents

Why is JnJ attacked?

Why do the powers want you to take the mRNA types?

hmmm

hmmmm

J J Pettigrew
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

they are attacked because one of the other comps has a huge position in reuters the
news feed.... always ready between the bs to see who benefits from the story... its a
new world of total fyk you for truth...

aloha-snackbar

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

3-4x more likely makes what was rare to not so rare. They’re disappointed the crazy train
isn’t picking up steam.

FO64836

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Is something people who haven't thought too much about what they're saying...say.

glenlloyd

"continue to vastly outweigh the risks."

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

I'm sure that explanation will give comfort to someone who developed the neurological
condition when in fact they really didn't need the 'so called' vaccine to begin with.  

glenlloyd

"continue to vastly outweigh the risks."
#

#

2 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Relax everyone.  It's rare.  
Ag KING

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

And the outcome of 'adding a warning'?

Nothing.

GutterPrayer

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

I have always believed that when the FDA adds a warning label to something, it becomes
safe.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

1990 to November 2020: 6,145 deaths following ALL VACCINES. (Source.)

December 2020 to July 2, 2021: 9,048 deaths from COVID-19 shots only. (Source.)

NOPE. 

American Dissident

#

#

https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&DIED=Yes&VAX_YEAR_LOW=1990&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2020&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=11
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

Two-thirds of anything across large population samples is pretty high. I think we're pretty
much fully vaccinated. (Not me, though)

Musum

Nearly one-third of American adults remain unvaccinated.
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Is this the "vaccine" that also causes thrombosis in the circulatory system or is it the other
"vaccine" that inflames your heart tissue? Keeping track of all the side effects is getting
complicated. 

endofdays

#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

doesn't have a gd thing to do w/health.

it has everything to do w/banking & not just profits, but control of you.

kill the cattle tag.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YGRJB7tJjpUC/

 

WillyGroper

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

So no oily anal discharge?
grunk

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Disappointed?
Demologos

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YGRJB7tJjpUC/
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

Similar adverse effect happened way back in 1976 w/ Swine Flu Pandemic Vaccine Push.
For those who don't remember, weren't alive then or simply want to see again....

60 Minutes Mike Wallace Exposes the 1976 Swine Flu Pandemic Vaccine Injuries
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIFnmuiW7I8&t=62s

USGov stopped the Vaccine Campaign after only about 50 associated deaths.... But Vaers
now:

From the 7/2/2021 release of VAERS data:

Found 9,048 cases where Vaccine targets COVID-19 (COVID19) and Patient Died
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&PERPAGE=50&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COV
ID-19&DIED=Yes

US Gov Pols & Bureaucrats a lot less interested in individual well-being?? Or more
interested in the $$$ they're getting, one way or another via BigPharma?

 

KittyAW
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Have you ever heard of GRAPHITE?

That's your answer..

Nanotechnology may sound fancy but its consequences can be drastic and fatal..

Ted Baker

#

#

4 2 Reply"

5 days ago

Ever seen a pencil ?
writing may sound fancy but its consequences can be drastic and fatal..

Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIFnmuiW7I8&t=62s
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&PERPAGE=50&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COVID-19&DIED=Yes
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Stabbed a dude in the leg with a pencil in 5th grade. He never effed with me again.
Demologos

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

My eye twitches and I make horse sounds ever since I got the jab.  Every time I hear a bell
my heart races.

Don Sunset

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

That's mighty white of you, Mr. FDA.

Don't know what we'll do without you looking after our health's best interests.

duck_fur

...the FDA has concluded that the benefits of the vaccine in
preventing severe disease or death from the coronavirus still very
much outweigh rare risks and side effects.

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Oy vey, everything these anti-vaxxers have said is turning out to be true.  Those bastards!

 

TheHungryCattle

#

#
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2 Reply"

5 days ago

How about this? 

Alfred

 

SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: Refusing the Shot Now
Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Even from the paltry results of an inadequate VAERS system specifically designed to keep
such numbers low, no other medical product has ever been allowed to remain available with
such a high rate of adverse events. NONE! EVER! And there have been some catastrophic
failures from leaving such product available that had BETTER numbers. Thalidomide, for
example.

Alice-the-dog

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

'rare neurological side effects":

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-02-17-young-nurse-suffers-hemorrhage-covid-
vaccine.html

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-10-surgeon-who-operated-young-italian-vaccine-
victim.html

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-12-two-fully-vaccinated-cricket-players-collapse-
game.html

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-12-indonesian-scientist-leading-sinovac-vaccine-
trials-dies-coronavirus.html

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-10-covid-vaccine-is-bioterrorism-by-injection.html

Proud-Christian-White-American-Man

#

#

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-02-17-young-nurse-suffers-hemorrhage-covid-vaccine.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-10-surgeon-who-operated-young-italian-vaccine-victim.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-12-two-fully-vaccinated-cricket-players-collapse-game.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-12-indonesian-scientist-leading-sinovac-vaccine-trials-dies-coronavirus.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-10-covid-vaccine-is-bioterrorism-by-injection.html
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Is it wrong to feel a sense of poetic justice that the liberals have gone full retard in hyping
this poison and now they're finding out that in many cases they've injured their peers, their
audience, their friends and family -while most conservatives and libertarians have played a
wait-and-see game and are at the early stages of seeing their political foes vanquish each
other?  It feels like playing Super Mario Brothers and instead of battling King Koopa -he just
walks right into the lava unprovoked.

fpdguy
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Sure, they'll say that even as it starts to liquefy your innards and melt your face...

glenlloyd

"the FDA has concluded that the benefits of the vaccine still very
much outweigh rare risks and side effects."

#

#
2 Reply"

5 days ago

3 Presidents All Died After Blocking Distribution of COVID Vaccines In Their Countries

Shortly after their deaths, vaccines began rolling into their countries.

https://www.infowars.com/posts/mystery-3-presidents-all-died-after-blocking-distribution-
of-covid-vaccines-in-their-countries/

Po0h Bear

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Dad In Hospital Paralyzed By 1st Covid Vaccine Continues Receiving Texts About Jab #2

https://www.infowars.com/posts/dad-in-hospital-paralyzed-by-1st-covid-vaccine-
continues-receiving-texts-about-jab-2/

Po0h Bear

#

#

https://www.infowars.com/posts/mystery-3-presidents-all-died-after-blocking-distribution-of-covid-vaccines-in-their-countries/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/dad-in-hospital-paralyzed-by-1st-covid-vaccine-continues-receiving-texts-about-jab-2/
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Sooo, how many zeros should be added for the fudge factor? 
Haitian Snackout

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

J and j less swampy than pfizer so fda going after them.  How dare they say people may
only need one shot and no follow ups 

radar99

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

get your duplicate cdc cards on eBay while you can everyone,
Casual Homer

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Hey, jab shills, FOAD!
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Two more weeks! We’re in this together!
Sol Invictvs

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Adenovirus and (/or) mRNA is choosing between drowning or getting choked to death. 
Sol Invictvs

#

#
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1 19 Reply"

5 days ago

NEWS FLASH!

For the Vaxophobes.  ALL vaccines have side effects and some may cause serious illness or
even death.  There are still hundreds of deaths from the smallpox vaccine every year.  That's
the reality.

radical-extremist
#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Herd immunity is the only way to go. 
progro

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Apples and oranges. 
Sol Invictvs

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Man there is not a single part of anything you just said that is not blatently false. small
pox vaccine hasn't been distributed widely in the US since 1972 and there are not
hundreds of deaths a year from it. There were 68 deaths in the United States from
complications of smallpox vaccination in the nine years 1959 to 1966, and 1968 when
they were in the middle of a wide scale vaccination campaign. Id be surprised if more
than 100 people even receive it in a year in totality as the only reason to get it would be
if your directly handeling small pox.

Hadrian

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

YOU REALLY DO TAKE YOUR LIFE INTO THESE COVID vacers" HANDS....they do not have
to put up with any of the complications....the many side-effects....the costly doctor
visits....and the long term disability.....They just want you to "know" that what they are doing
TO YOU is "supposedly" not that dangerous when IT IS....and often for the young folks NOT
NEEDED.    The hysteria, paranoia and fear generated by the Dems...the Biden WH and our
own Govt is beyond compare....and we must all remember it  was thew GOP RINOs who led
us where we are...for they allowed the Biden steal...

B52Minot
#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

 I deeply appreciate the fact that Trump got up, made a valiant effort to stop
China~Airriads, but... There's issues with the jabs, that needs to be addressed.

 What really chaps my hide, is all the children that are being denied their childhoods.
Children don't need to wear face diapers! [CCP noseguards]

yn crx

#

#
1 1 Reply"

5 days ago

People should be able to get a no bad side effect vaccine like Sputnik V, but that would be
bad for morale and profits.

Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

  I need to jump in the shower, or I might get Omega varient of Ebola.

 I'm being way too lazy today. You Gals & Guys, are such good entertainment.

 I think it was too much Mosquito venom.

yn crx

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

Tricky bastards -- 

They are already working on antidote to the current vaccine - don't take it and you
die from uncontrollable diarrhea.

 

all-priced-in
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

.......................for those that can't seem to catch the C-bug we have some jabs.....it does all
the same things.

Umh

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Remember to follow the money!
7towers

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Yet another neurological disorder couldn't possibly make liberals any dumber.
Somewhat Unisex

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

These so-called "vaccines" are the DEADLIEST medicines ever made, as Dr. Coleman
has stated. They are leaps and bounds beyond anything the world has ever experienced,
and the fact that the FDA is even considering approving these toxic drugs tells you all you
need to know about the legitimacy of the fascist regime in charge.

Weihan

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

The US government not only has ZERO credibility, it's also full-blown wacko-fascist!

Are the monsters at the helm even really human?!

Weihan
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

J&J was more like a vaccine than the experimental spike vaccine.  Pick your poison
retrocop

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

.
fishboy7779

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

The Emergency Use Authorization does not allow shots for anyone under 18 and this
includes unborn infants.

expert diaper changer

#

#
1 Reply"

4 days ago

Since when have laws or regulations stopped these fascist monsters?
Weihan

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Must Watch..

A manufactured illusion. Dr David Martin with Reiner Fuellmich 9/7/21

https://odysee.com/@FwapUK:1/A-manufactured-illusion.-Dr-David-Martin-with-Reiner-
Fuellmich-9_7_21_-720p:5

Doc-Com

#

#

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/odysee.com/@FwapUK:1/A-manufactured-illusion.-Dr-David-Martin-with-Reiner-Fuellmich-9_7_21_-720p:5__;!!MvWE!RwMerquwYNaBww3IlXnUgf7z5ieYA1ixR6-Ils1lFRgqVCTwMVH72SxoUIjxmeQG2HP2$
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Reply"

5 days ago

Not rare enough.
Andre

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Other neurological side effects in the news:

High potency weed linked to psychotic episodes, mysterious vomiting illness in young users.

 

Several years later, doctors in Colorado and other states are expressing alarm over the
increasing potency of cannabis and the health risks it may pose for young users — from
psychiatric issues, including violent psychotic episodes, to the mysterious condition that
plagued Gribbon. The condition — officially called “cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome” but
now known to health care workers as “scromiting,” a mashup of “screaming” and “vomiting”
— has popped up with increasing frequency at hospitals in Colorado, doctors say.

 

https://michaelsavage.com/high-potency-weed-linked-to-psychotic-episodes-mysterious-
vomiting-illness-in-young-users/

JGResearch

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Hell, give me two jabs.

Then I can run wild without repercussions...

espirit

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Safe and Effective (TM)
BinAnunnaki

#

#

https://michaelsavage.com/high-potency-weed-linked-to-psychotic-episodes-mysterious-vomiting-illness-in-young-users/
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Reply"

5 days ago

Vaccine Side Effect Victims Speak Out

https://banned.video/watch?id=60e759339be8f04dbb939ad2

Po0h Bear
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Reading through the thousands and thousands of cases on the VAERS website, all of jabs
(Moderna, Pfizer, AZ and J&J) have equally inflicted JB on patients. Blood clotting is about
equal with the Moderna/Pfizer. 

JessicaPinkman

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

maybe gov knows something you dont and is saving a strain for this fall. maybe pfizer vax
was designed for yet unreleased strains?

think about it.

DEMIZEN

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Get yourself and family HCQ/Zinc and or Ivermectin...and be ready!
marieeiram

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Dont outsmart yourself there Einstein.
V.A.grifter

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

So they're just like any other dangerous shot you can get a medical exemption for.
NumbNuts

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=60e759339be8f04dbb939ad2
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3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

NO, they are different from any other SHOT we have given to people!  Do some
research!

marieeiram

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

They meant "common" side effect.  Rare is to keep the sheeple in line.....  
DamnSheeple

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Good point, add McDonalds and the other shthole drive-thru  "food" joints to that warning
list

cnbc muppets

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Sign right up to be test subjects for the big pharmaceutical companies and Dr. Fauci
(Mengele).

You may or may not survive! 

American America

FDA To Add Warning Over Rare Neurological Side Effects Linked To
J&J Jabs

It's not the first time rare but dangerous side effects have been
attributed to COVID jabs...

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/fda-add-warning-over-rare-neurological-side-effects-linked-jj-jabs
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Reply"

5 days ago

It seems many of my comments on several articles posted have been removed!

Not sure why that is the case ???

What gives?

Any thoughts on the matter? 

7towers
#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Click on your userid then click on view profile.
Umh

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2021-07-12. Right to liberty vs stay-close-to-home
order. Jab AR is at 1 in 142. Nano graphene oxide is toxic

https://paulthepaperbear.wordpress.com/2021/07/12/your-alternative-update-on-covid19-
for-2021-07-12-right-to-liberty-vs-stay-close-to-home-order-jab-ar-is-at-1-in-142-nano-
graphene-oxide-is-toxic/

PaperBear

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2021-07-09. Right to be secure in your person vs
mask mandate. Deaths wrongly labelled, even before 2020

https://paulthepaperbear.wordpress.com/2021/07/09/your-alternative-update-on-covid19-
for-2021-07-09-right-to-be-secure-in-your-person-vs-mask-mandate-deaths-wrongly-
labelled-even-before-2020/

PaperBear

#

#

https://paulthepaperbear.wordpress.com/2021/07/12/your-alternative-update-on-covid19-for-2021-07-12-right-to-liberty-vs-stay-close-to-home-order-jab-ar-is-at-1-in-142-nano-graphene-oxide-is-toxic/
https://paulthepaperbear.wordpress.com/2021/07/09/your-alternative-update-on-covid19-for-2021-07-09-right-to-be-secure-in-your-person-vs-mask-mandate-deaths-wrongly-labelled-even-before-2020/
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Reply"

5 days ago

Sure lets mandate this.  

NIRP-BTFD

FDA To Add Warning Over Rare Neurological Side Effects Linked To
J&J Jabs

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Sidelined, you say? 

Agent P

anther setback for a one-shot 'miracle' jab that has been sidelined
in the US.

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Won't stop lefties from wanting it - give it to them. At worst it could cure what ails them.
Utopia Planitia

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Nope, You'll probably have to duck tape them to their seat on an airline.
frostedraisin

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Pfizer, Moderna, and J&J are using different "formulas" for the jabs.

Sounds like a recipe for disaster.

Jack Offelday

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

modeRNA has a proprietary ingredient. Dont know about the other two
frostedraisin

#

#
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Reply"

5 days ago

Just saw on the local news. modeRNA getting ready to test on pregnant woman.  
frostedraisin

#

#


